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Executive Summary
Background
1. The Ontario Energy Board is in the process of developing a multi-year electricity
distribution rate plan for the period 2007 to 2010. As part of that plan, Ontario
Energy Board staff issued on June 19, 2006 the “Draft Staff Report: Proposals for
Cost of Capital and 2nd Generation Incentive Regulation for Ontario’s Electricity
Distributors”. After receiving comments from various stakeholders, Board staff
issued its “Staff Discussion Paper on the Cost of Capital and 2nd Generation
Incentive Regulation for Ontario’s Electricity Distributors” on July 25, 2006. The
purpose of the present document is to provide a review of the portions of these
documents that pertain primarily to incentive regulation.
2. Board Staff have proposed a simple price-cap mechanism of the form

%ΔP = K + %ΔGDPPI − X + Z
where %ΔP is annual percentage change in the price of distribution services, K
is an adjustment for the cost of capital, % ΔGDPPI is the annual percentage
change in the gross domestic product price index, X is an efficiency factor set at
1% and Z adjusts for a limited range of unusual events outside the control of
utilities.
3. The intention is that the price-cap rule is to apply for up to three years, following
which a more permanent incentive regulation mechanism would be instituted.
During this interim period, two changes would take place to the cost of capital
permitted for utilities. In 2007, an adjustment would be made to reflect new rates
of return on equity. These rates would be applied to existing utility capital
structures. In 2008, a further adjustment would be made to reflect an industrywide prescribed capital structure. Both of these adjustments would take place via
the “ K ” factor.
4. Price-cap regulation is the most common form of incentive regulation. There is
accumulating evidence that incentive regulation is beneficial when applied to
private sector companies. Private companies are amenable to conventional
incentive regulation for a number of reasons including:
 shareholders can sell shares signaling disaffection, leading to a decline in
share price;
 if the company under-performs, management and even the board can be
replaced;
 if the company exceeds expectations, there is greater scope for rewarding
management and executives;
 companies are generally allowed to earn and retain additional returns for a
period of time.
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5. The extent to which price-cap regulation has been effective in the public sector is
unclear and requires further study. For government owned firms, the potential for
conventional and spontaneous incentive creation is more limited:
 government / taxpayers are collective owners, so that individual shares
cannot be sold;
 owner interests are more diffuse and indirect;
 there is generally less flexibility in rewarding employees for exceptional
company performance and in effecting changes to management if the
company performs poorly;
 public firms are frequently used as instruments of public policy.
6. These differences between private and public sector companies do not imply that
incentive regulation would not be effective in Ontario. Distributors in Ontario
have been “corporatized” with the apparent intent of putting them on a more
commercial footing. However, greater attention needs to be paid to incentive
creation and to ensuring that distributors and their shareholders will benefit from
productivity improvements.

Conclusions and Recommendations
7. The proposed interim price-cap rule comprises an important step in the process of
improving regulation of Ontario distributors. It is simple and transparent, thereby
easing regulatory burden for the regulator and the utilities. Although the proposed
price-cap rule does not recognize differential efficiencies across utilities and
requires a common productivity improvement of 1%, it is anticipated that future
refinements will incorporate such differences.
8. A commitment by the regulator to proceed to incentive regulation would logically
entail the protection, promotion and creation of incentives that are essential to its
success.
9. The proposed interim regime is to be followed within three years by an incentive
regulation mechanism which is yet to be developed and which may depend on
future rebasing. Utilities may have a disincentive to achieve further efficiency
improvements at this time if the resulting cost savings could be “clawed back” in
the near future through rebasing. A mechanism which ensures that utilities
continue to benefit from cost savings for a substantially longer period of time
should therefore be considered.
10. Ontario distributors will continue to face considerable regulatory and political
uncertainty in the upcoming years, even if the proposals put forth in the Board
Staff Discussion Paper were implemented. First, the proposed interim regulatory
rule is to be superseded by incentive regulation that is yet to be determined.
Second, there has been increasing emphasis on conservation and demand
management programs which require significant investments and will likely have
an impact on distributor sales revenues. Third, rate freezes and moratoria have
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led to low rates of return for many distributors in past years. There is concern that
political pressures may again limit distributors’ ability to recover fair rates of
return. Given the various sources of regulatory and political uncertainty, it may
be that the proposed rates of return on equity do not fully incorporate these risks.
In any event, a fuller examination of the impact of regulatory and political risks
on appropriate rates of return in the Ontario setting is warranted.
11. A price-cap rule applied to distribution utilities will not be especially effective
unless their shareholders – in most cases municipalities -- can expect to benefit
from superior utility cost performance. The appropriation or redirection of these
returns by the Province fundamentally undermines an essential component in the
incentive chain, potentially rendering the entire chain weak or ineffectual.
Political exigencies or policy priorities may lead Provincial governments to
engage in such appropriations again in the future. However, the government
should have a clear understanding of the deleterious consequences for incentive
regulation. Moreover, there may be mechanisms by which the regulator can
mitigate such incentive destruction. For example, government constraints on
recovery of a fair rate of return during one period may be compensated by
revising the price-cap rule so that greater recovery is possible in a future period.
In addition, political risk may be considered when determining the cost of capital.
12. Regulatory uncertainty and political risk also have important implications for
continued industry restructuring and consolidation. If utilities and their
shareholders are uncertain about the potential for receiving benefits from mergers,
they are unlikely to consider them, particularly in view of the significant
transition and transactions costs that will certainly be incurred.
13. A careful examination of mechanisms for enhancing the potential for incentive
creation under price-cap regulation of government owned utilities would be
desirable. One area which would likely merit further consideration by utilities is
performance-based remuneration with a stronger incentive component. Such an
approach involves potentially greater benefits to employees but also increased
risks. The objective would be to establish a stronger link between performancebased regulation and performance-based compensation.
14. The proposed price-cap rule incorporates distributor specific K factors which
adjust for certain capital related costs. Board staff have devoted significant
resources to benchmarking these costs. In contrast, rigorous analyses of
distributor efficiencies, their overall cost structures and the impacts of their capital
programs on future costs have not been performed. Thus, the proposal constitutes
the rebasing of certain components of costs without rebasing others. Moreover,
given that the estimated K factors appear to be generally negative, their
implementation would further constrain the ability of many distributors to recover
fair rates of return. It would therefore seem appropriate to consider delaying
implementation of the K factor component and relying upon a price-cap rule of
the form %ΔP = %ΔGDPPI − X + Z .
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1

1 Introduction

2
3

The Ontario Energy Board is in the process of developing a multi-year electricity

4

distribution rate plan for the period 2007 to 2010. As part of that plan, Ontario Energy

5

Board staff issued on June 19, 2006 the “Draft Staff Report: Proposals for Cost of

6

Capital and 2nd Generation Incentive Regulation for Ontario’s Electricity Distributors”.

7

After receiving comments from various stakeholders, Board staff issued its “Staff

8

Discussion Paper on the Cost of Capital and 2nd Generation Incentive Regulation for

9

Ontario’s Electricity Distributors” (henceforth, the “Discussion Paper”), on July 25,

10

2006.

11
12

The purpose of the present document is to provide a review of the portions of these

13

documents that pertain primarily to incentive regulation.

14
15
16
17

2 Incentive Regulation

18
19

A. Background

20
21

Early analysis of competitive markets emphasized their ability to deliver goods and

22

services cost effectively and to promote innovation. The theory stated, and empirical

23

evidence supported the view that market participants, acting in their own interest and

24

responding to economic incentives, would advance the public good. Private ownership

25

was seen as an important factor in the success of such markets.

26
27

However, in certain instances, for example when competitive forces were limited or

28

absent, limitations or controls on economic behavior were required. The solution to such

29

“market failures” was generally seen to be regulation, often accompanied by public

30

ownership. While decentralized decision-making worked remarkably well in competitive
1

1
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markets, a centralized planning approach was often taken, particularly in electricity

2

markets. In some cases, ineffective control led to “regulatory failure”.1

3
4

Eventually, it was recognized that conventional cost-of-service regulation could be

5

improved upon by developing and applying ideas derived from competitive markets.

6

Incentive regulation was in effect a descendant which augmented or modified regulation

7

with the fundamental driver of the competitive marketplace -- incentive creation (see

8

Figure 1).

9

Figure 1: Incentive Regulation


Competition -- private
property; market forces;
decentralized decision
making; market
participants respond to
economic incentives.




Regulation – limitations /
controls on economic
behaviour; a planning
approach; public
ownership.

Incentive regulation –
combines elements
from each.

10
11

In some jurisdictions the dictum became

12

“Competition where possible, regulation where necessary.”.

13
14

1

For example, the problems recently experienced in the California electricity market were in part due to the
failure of political and regulatory authorities to put appropriate mechanisms in place.

2

1
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A variant on this which helps organize thinking about the issues considered at present by

2

the Board is

3
4

“Incentive creation where possible, regulation where necessary.”

5
6

In order to gain a better perspective on the regulatory issues we will be considering

7

below, it is important to recognize that firms advance their interests by competing or

8

interacting in a variety of environments. They compete directly in markets for goods and

9

services which they produce and indirectly in markets which offer substitutes for their

10

products. They compete in labor markets for employees, management and other staff.

11

They compete in capital markets to attract financing at favorable rates and in markets for

12

materials and other inputs.

13
14

In regulatory arenas firms interact with regulators and other stakeholders, some of whom

15

have similar interests and others that have opposing interests. Firms may also be active

16

in political settings, seeking support for their business plans and objectives from

17

municipal, provincial or federal governments.

18
19

A key objective of public policy and oversight by regulatory agencies is to create

20

productive incentives in each of these settings.

21

3
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B. Private vs. Public Ownership and Incentive Regulation

1
2
3

Incentive or performance-based regulation2 has several important objectives, most

4

prominent among them are the following:

5



to strengthen incentives for cost minimization;

6



to promote efficient capital expenditures;

7



to ensure fair cost recovery for firms and a fair return on investment;

8



to increase the efficacy of regulation and reduce regulatory burden.

9
10

Price-cap regulation is the most common form of incentive regulation. There is

11

accumulating evidence that incentive regulation is beneficial when applied to private

12

sector companies. Private companies are more amenable to the usual forms of incentive

13

regulation for a number of reasons:


14
15

shareholders can sell shares signaling disaffection, leading to a decline in share
price;

16



if the company under-performs, management and even the board can be replaced;

17



if the company exceeds expectations, there is greater scope for rewarding

18

management and executives;


19
20

companies are generally allowed to earn and retain additional returns for a period
of time.

21
22

The extent to which price-cap regulation has been effective in the public sector is unclear

23

and requires further study. For government owned firms, the potential for conventional

24

and spontaneous incentive creation is more limited:


25
26

government / taxpayers are collective owners, so that individual shares cannot be
sold;



27

owner interests are more diffuse and indirect;

2

“Incentive regulation” and “performance-based regulation” are used interchangeably. The former term
may be preferred because of its explicit reference to incentives which are fundamental to the efficacy of
this type of regulation.

4

1
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there is generally less acceptance and flexibility in rewarding employees for

2

exceptional company performance and in effecting changes to management if the

3

company performs poorly;

4



public firms are frequently used as instruments of public policy.

5
6

The use of publicly owned firms as instruments of public policy by governments presents

7

a major challenge to regulators in their efforts to balance competing objectives. It also

8

complicates decision making within regulated firms as they often need to satisfy multiple

9

levels of government, the regulator and various stakeholders at the same time that they

10

are trying to minimize costs.

11
12

The net effect is that the power of incentives can be substantially diminished. Regulatory

13

tools which are well-suited to private companies need to be adapted and validated if they

14

are to be efficacious for publicly owned entities such as electric utilities.

15
16

The differences between private and public sector companies do not imply that incentive

17

regulation would not be effective in Ontario. Distributors in Ontario have been

18

“corporatized” with the apparent intent of putting them on a more commercial footing.

19

However, greater attention needs to be paid to incentive creation and to ensuring that

20

distributors and their shareholders will benefit from productivity improvements.

21
22

Moreover, in Ontario, rate freezes and moratoria have effectively limited the ability of

23

many distributors to achieve reasonable levels of net income and to earn rates of return

24

commensurate with the degree of risk in their business. The relative ease with which

25

such rate freezes are imposed on public firms engenders a kind of political risk

26

experienced to a much lesser degree by privately owned regulated firms and may be

27

given consideration in the determination of appropriate target rates of return.

28
29
30
31
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1

C. Price-Cap Regulation

2
3

A standard representation of the price-cap regulatory rule is given by

4
P1 = P0 × (1 + RPI − X + Z )

5
6

where

7



P0 corresponds to initial rates

8



RPI is the rate of price inflation

9



X is the productivity factor

10



Z reflects factors outside company control

11



P1 are rates approved for the subsequent period.

12
13

In implementing the model, it is important to set P0 correctly. When multiple firms are

14

present with varying characteristics, P0 may differ across firms. The productivity

15

improvement factor X should be based on reasonable estimates of potential efficiency

16

gains which may differ across utilities.

17
18

The presence of a Z factor reduces risk faced by the firm. Conversely, the absence of a

19

Z factor, or an overly restrictive one, raises the risk faced by the firm.

20
21
22

D. Benchmarking and Regulation

23
24

Benchmarking, that is the calibration of various indices, is an essential and pervasive

25

component of regulation. It is used

26



to set an appropriate return on equity and other components of the cost of capital;

27



to determine an appropriate target range for actual or deemed capital structures;

28



to assess operating, capital and other costs incurred by the firm and to set P0 ;

6

1
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to determine appropriate levels of inputs to achieve target output levels, that is to
determine production relationships;

3



to determine an appropriate productivity factor X ;

4



to set RPI , the inflation factor; and,

5



to establish targets for other performance indices such as service quality and

6

reliability.

7
8

A wide variety of techniques and analyses may be used depending on the particular

9

categories of variables being benchmarked and the purposes to which the benchmarks

10

may be applied. Return on equity has been benchmarked using models such as capital

11

asset pricing models, discounted cash flow models and even financial market surveys.

12

Appropriate capital structures have been analyzed using a variety of techniques including

13

statistical analyses and industry studies.

14
15

The benchmarking of costs and production relationships can be done using techniques

16

familiar to economists for many decades. Among these are standard regression

17

techniques which are used to estimate cost and production functions. Also used are “data

18

envelopment analysis” and “stochastic production or cost frontier estimation”, both of

19

which attempt to estimate “best practices”. Productivity factors are often estimated using

20

industry or economy-wide data, as are inflation factors.

21
22

In most cases, it is not the availability of techniques that limits or circumscribes the value

23

of the benchmarking exercise, but the availability of relevant and representative data.

24
25

As a general proposition, incentive regulation tends to lead away from detailed cost

26

analyses by regulators. Indeed one of the objectives of incentive regulation is to create

27

incentives for firms to minimize costs thus obviating the need for detailed and frequent

28

cost analyses by regulators. On the other hand, cost benchmarking may be necessary or

29

desirable in certain circumstances, for example, if there is a need to:

30



rebase costs from time to time;

31



assess ongoing or future capital expenditure programs;

7

1
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3
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supplement incentive regulation where entities may be less amenable to
spontaneous incentive creation, such as government owned firms;



inform public policy on matters such as appropriate industry structure.

4
5

The cost of capital proposals put forth by Ontario Energy Board Staff are supported by a

6

detailed technical analysis which, inter alia, attempts to benchmark return on equity using

7

the capital asset pricing model.

8
9

In contrast, analyses of other costs which would determine the appropriateness of rates

10

that should justifiably be charged, are evidently not part of the current phase. Among

11

these are OM&A costs and capital program expenditures.

12
13
14

3 Ontario Energy Board Staff Discussion Paper

15
16

A. The Proposed Price-Cap Rule

17
18

The OEB Staff Discussion Paper proposes a price-cap rule of the form

19
20

%ΔP = K + %ΔGDPPI − X + Z

21
22

where %ΔP is annual percentage change in price, K is a cost of capital adjustment

23

factor, % ΔGDPPI is the annual percentage change in the gross domestic product price

24

index, X is an efficiency factor set at 1% and Z adjusts for a limited range of unusual

25

events outside the control of utilities.

26
27

The intention is that the mechanism would apply for up to three years, following which a

28

more permanent 3rd generation incentive regulation would be put in place. During this

29

interim period, two changes would take place to the cost of capital permitted for utilities.

30

8
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Distributor specific K factors would adjust for certain capital related costs. In 2007, an

2

adjustment would be made to reflect new rates of return on equity. These rates would be

3

applied to existing utility capital structures. In 2008, a further adjustment would be made

4

to reflect an industry-wide prescribed capital structure.

5
6

Board staff have devoted significant resources to benchmarking these capital related

7

costs. In contrast, rigorous analyses of distributor efficiencies, their overall cost

8

structures and the impacts of capital programs on future costs have not been performed.

9

Thus, the proposal constitutes the rebasing of some components of costs without rebasing

10

others.

11
12

Moreover, the estimated K factors appear to be generally negative. Preliminary

13

calculations suggest that the 2007 K factor adjustments would be in the range -2% to

14

+2%. The 2008 adjustments would be between -1% and -3%.3

15
16

As we will discuss in more detail below, in recent years Ontario distributors have been

17

under constraints which have limited their ability to recover fair rates of return. The

18

implementation of a K factor at this time would constrain many distributors in the near

19

future. It would therefore seem appropriate to consider delaying its implementation and

20

to rely upon a price-cap rule of the form %ΔP = %ΔGDPPI − X + Z .

21
22

Finally, we note that the X factor is based on broader industry indices without reference

23

to efficiency improvements in electricity distribution in Ontario. It is common across

24

utilities without any attempt to differentiate productivity.

25
26
27
28
29

3

Discussion Paper, page 21.
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B. Retention of Productivity Savings

2
3

The theoretical literature on incentive regulation provides a simple and clear argument on

4

the role of productivity savings in creating incentives for cost minimization. The

5

regulated firm and its beneficiaries must be able to derive benefit for a sufficient period

6

of time in order for incentives to be effective. Early “claw-back” through rebasing

7

dilutes the incentive effects. Moreover, there is now significant empirical support for this

8

proposition. Productivity savings are seen to decline as the date of rebasing approaches

9

and firms postpone efficiency improvements until the next cycle begins.

10
11

One of the remedies for this problem is to extend time-spans between rebasings to five

12

years or more. Furthermore, an argument can be made that retention of productivity

13

savings for longer periods of time is especially important for publicly owned utilities

14

which, for a variety of reasons, are less amenable to spontaneous incentive creation than

15

private sector companies. However, extending time periods between rebasings also

16

creates risks for utilities if they are precluded from incorporating legitimate and

17

unexpected cost increases in rates.

18
19

A more recent resolution involves permitting utilities to retain productivity savings for a

20

period of say five years regardless of the timing of rebasings. For example, suppose a

21

price-cap regime is in place for a five year period with a prescribed productivity

22

improvement of 1% per year. Suppose further that efficiency improvements during year

23

five yield savings of 1.25%. The utility is then permitted to retain some or all of these

24

savings for a full five years even though a rebasing has been scheduled for the upcoming

25

year.

26
27

The price-cap regime which is being proposed in the Discussion Paper is to be followed

28

within three years by an incentive regulation mechanism which is yet to be developed and

29

which may depend on future rebasing. The interim nature of the proposed regime may

30

jeopardize new productivity gains. Distribution utilities, acting in the interests of their

31

shareholders, may have a disincentive to achieve further efficiency improvements at this
10

1
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time if the resulting cost savings could be “clawed back” in the near future. In addition,

2

these same disincentives may discourage shareholders and utilities from pursuing

3

mergers, particularly in view of the significant transition and transactions costs that

4

would certainly be incurred. A mechanism which ensures that utilities continue to benefit

5

from cost savings for a substantially longer period of time should therefore be considered.

6
7
8

C. Incentive Creation in Publicly Owned Firms

9
10
11

Can we expect a price-cap regulatory mechanism to have a positive impact on the

12

distribution industry in Ontario? Such regulatory devices have clear advantages. They

13

are simple, transparent and have an impressive pedigree. They enjoy widespread use in

14

other jurisdictions which, one would expect, signify efficacy. And, there is growing

15

evidence that price-caps are indeed effective, but most of the evidence is based on private

16

sector data.

17
18

In Ontario, it could be argued that rate freezes, moratoria and other constraints over the

19

past decade and longer have acted as a surrogate price-cap mechanism. In addition,

20

during this time period, distributors have faced expanding obligations and mandates.

21

They have become legal corporate entities operating in electricity markets with new and

22

significant prudential duties, retail settlement functions and regulatory requirements.

23

They have acquired growing responsibilities in the areas of conservation, demand

24

management and the smart meter program. Combined with the presence of informal

25

yardstick competition, these factors are likely to have driven efficiency improvements,

26

though a rigorous analysis which would calibrate industry-wide gains has not been

27

performed.4 Such an analysis could inform the discussion about the efficacy of price-cap

28

rules in the Ontario setting.

29
4

Preliminary calculations for several large distributors suggest that real unit OM&A costs have declined,
perhaps significantly since 1994.

11
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However, given that the distribution industry in Ontario is largely in the public sector, the

2

Discussion Paper does not elaborate on how incentives are likely to be created to achieve

3

further cost reductions and efficient capital expenditures. For an industry dominated by

4

private sector companies, such an investigation would be of lesser interest. In the present

5

context, it acquires much greater importance.

6
7

If incentive regulation is to have the desired effect, employees at all levels of the utility

8

should benefit when corporate performance improves. Public sector corporations – partly

9

as a reflection of employee preferences and partly as a result of public policy -- often

10

structure their remuneration packages with relatively less emphasis on performance pay.

11

In addition, political and public pressure often constrains the absolute level of

12

remuneration for senior management and executives at public corporations. Thus, if one

13

wants to promote the efficacy of incentive based regulation in a public firm, one would

14

also want to strengthen the role of incentive base remuneration. Moreover, remuneration

15

packages at senior levels should be sufficient to attract suitable talent originating in both

16

the private and public sectors. In short, if performance-based regulation is to be

17

effective, performance-based compensation needs to play a prominent role.

18
19

Broader public and political acceptance of performance pay at utilities would facilitate a

20

move in this direction and the regulator could assist by recognizing its importance and

21

not discouraging greater reliance on performance pay.

22
23

Employee remuneration is – for unionized staff – the outcome of a complex bargaining

24

process. Management and executive remuneration, on the other hand, is a corporate

25

process often involving the participation of the board of directors.

26

process conducted by utilities to determine whether remuneration packages in the

27

industry are best suited to promoting incentive regulation would be useful. It may be that

28

stronger performance incentives are desirable. Such an approach may lead to greater

29

benefits to management and employees but also increased risks.

30

12

An assessment
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In the private sector, shareholders exert pressure on corporations because they stand to

2

benefit directly from improved performance. For publicly owned corporations, one

3

would anticipate that “the shareholder” could also exert such pressure, as long as there

4

are benefits to be realized.

5
6

In Ontario, most distributors are “owned” by municipalities.5 If municipalities, as

7

shareholders, are to exert pressure on their distributors to sustain or improve

8

performance, they need to have the incentive to do so. In some respects, that incentive

9

has always been there: reliability of electricity service is a highly charged political issue

10

and failures receive little public tolerance.6 On the other hand, rate moratoria which

11

constrain distributors from earning reasonable rates of return, diminish the incentive for

12

municipalities, as shareholders, to exert discipline with respect to costs. Conversely, a

13

reliable pecuniary benefit flowing from utility ownership which may be retained in the

14

local utility or used to the benefit of the local community, strengthens the incentive chain

15

that is an essential feature of effective incentive regulation.

16
17

Thus far, in this section, we have outlined two areas that merit consideration – employee

18

incentives and shareholder incentives. In our view, a more careful examination of

19

mechanisms for enhancing the potential for incentive creation under price-cap regulation

20

of government owned utilities is warranted. Given present information, what measures

21

can the regulator take during the interim period of proposed price-cap regulation? Three

22

recommendations flow from the discussion thus far.

23
24

First, productivity improvements achieved during the interim period should be protected

25

from “rebasing” for a well-defined period, say five years. In this context, an assessment

26

of the benefits of longer periods of retention of productivity savings by public

27

corporations would also be appropriate.

28

5

The most prominent exception is Hydro One Networks Inc., which is owned by the Province.
Consider, for example, the public outrage at Consolidated Edison as a result of outages in New York
during the recent heat waves.
6
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Second, an examination by distributing utilities of the extent and role of performance-

2

based remuneration in promoting the objectives of performance-based regulation in

3

public utilities would be desirable. It may be appropriate for the regulator to encourage

4

greater reliance on performance pay.

5
6

Third, there may be a place for the regulator to mitigate the impacts of political “claw-

7

backs” such as rate moratoria, thus strengthening the pecuniary incentives of municipal

8

shareholders and improving the effectiveness of incentive regulation. This is a delicate

9

area which we will consider in the next section.

10
11
12
13

D. Regulatory and Political Risk

14
15

Ontario distributors will continue to face considerable regulatory uncertainty in the

16

upcoming years even if the proposals put forth in the Board Staff Discussion Paper were

17

implemented. First, the proposed interim regulatory rule is to be superseded by incentive

18

regulation that is yet to be determined. Second, there has been increasing emphasis on

19

conservation and demand management programs and the installation of “smart meters”,

20

both of which require significant investments and ongoing development by distributors.

21
22

These regulatory risks may be dominated by an even greater degree of political risk.

23

From 1994 to 2000, most Ontario distributors froze rates, in part as a result of political

24

pressure to do so. Distribution costs were subsequently revisited and in 2001 distribution

25

companies were authorized to earn a 9.88% rate of return on equity. However, as a result

26

of concerns about rate impacts, the government decided that the allowed rate of return

27

would be phased in over three years. For a utility beginning with a zero rate of return on

28

equity, a return of 3.29% was permitted in 2001, followed by an increase to 6.59% in

29

2002. In November 2002, Bill 210 froze rates. Finally, in 2005, distributors were

30

permitted to include the third tranche, ostensibly raising the return to the originally

14
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targeted 9.88%. However, they were directed to spend the moneys on conservation and

2

demand management programs.

3
4

The Discussion Paper prepared by Board staff as well as its predecessor contains an

5

extensive discussion and recommendations for the determination of the cost of capital for

6

distributing utilities. That discussion is supported by technical analyses. The proposals

7

for cost of capital calibration are largely based on the capital asset pricing model

8

(CAPM). The issues arising out of these analyses and proposals are beyond the scope of

9

the present paper. Suffice it to say that strengths and weaknesses have been identified

10

which merit fuller consideration. However, a brief commentary relating to regulatory and

11

political risks may be useful to the discussion of incentive regulation.

12
13

If the objective of the process by which rates of return are set is to approximate the

14

expected rates of return that would be provided in the market-place, then political risk

15

needs to be incorporated. Consider a choice between investing in a privately owned gas

16

distributor with a Board-approved rate of return on equity of say 8% and an Ontario

17

publicly owned distributor with a rate of say 9%. Based on recent patterns of political

18

claw-back from publicly owned distributors in Ontario, the expected return of 8% may be

19

more attractive, perhaps even much more attractive. Moreover, empirical analyses7 of

20

data on privately owned utilities or other firms which do not face similar political risk

21

will not capture this important source of risk faced by Ontario distributors, and are

22

therefore to be interpreted accordingly.

23
24

It is not our intent here to judge the correctness of public policy decisions which re-

25

appropriate returns that should reasonably be earned by public sector corporations.

26

Rather, we would make two observations. First, political risk is an important source of

27

risk for Ontario distributors in their efforts to earn reasonable rates of return on equity.

28

Second, if incentive regulation is to have the desired effects on productivity, shareholders

29

should be in a position to benefit from cost savings. These incentive effects are

7

Such as the estimation of utility “beta” for insertion in CAPM-type calculations.
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significantly degraded if distributors are deprived of the opportunity to earn and retain

2

reasonable rates of return.

3
4

In this context, the regulator is in a difficult position having to operate within the

5

boundaries of policies promulgated by the Province. However, government policy may

6

be influenced if it is informed by the recognition of inconsistencies between short term

7

customer benefits arising out of rate freezes and long term benefits for all parties flowing

8

from efficiency gains which in turn require properly functioning incentive regulation.

9
10

Moreover, there may be mechanisms by which the regulator can mitigate such dilution or

11

destruction of incentives. For example, if the Provincial government constrains recovery

12

of a fair rate of return during one period, the regulator may suggest a compensatory

13

mechanism that is acceptable to all parties. One approach would involve revising the

14

price-cap rule at that point in time so that greater recovery by utilities and their

15

shareholders is possible in a future period to compensate for current period shortcomings.

16

An important element is regulatory commitment and attentiveness to incentives at all

17

links within the incentive chain. This commitment, in turn, cannot be realized without

18

strong political support for incentive regulation.

19
20

Finally, it is worth underscoring that regulatory uncertainty and political risks also have

21

important implications for continued industry restructuring and consolidation. If utilities

22

and their shareholders are uncertain about the potential for receiving benefits from

23

mergers, they are unlikely to consider them, particularly in view of the significant

24

transition and transactions costs that will certainly be incurred. As with efficiency gains

25

arising from improvements in operating efficiency, utilities would need to benefit for a

26

significant period of time from cost savings arising out of mergers if they are to be

27

undertaken.

16
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1

4

Conclusions

2
3

Evolution towards a suitable incentive regulation regime for distributors in Ontario will

4

take time, and the Board has made it clear that a number of important processes need to

5

be completed prior to the institution of a more durable structure. That evolutionary

6

process will require further adaptation on the part of distribution utilities if they are to

7

successfully absorb the additional risks and uncertainties that incentive regulation entails

8

relative to a cost-of-service approach. Given the history of informal yardstick competition

9

and pressures on utility costs through rate freezes in recent years, many Ontario

10

distributors are likely well-positioned – from the point of view their of corporate culture -

11

- for proceeding along this path. At the same time, many of the easily attained efficiency

12

improvements may have already been extracted over the course of the last decade.

13
14

Board Staff have provided a thoughtful proposal. Keeping in mind the comments

15

expressed earlier, the Discussion Paper contains a practical and rational interim approach

16

to regulation of the distribution sector. The presence of a multiplicity of utilities should

17

be viewed not as a regulatory burden, but as an opportunity to promote greater efficiency

18

than would be possible if there were only a very small number of distributors.

19
20

Most importantly, the role of incentives in incentive regulation cannot be

21

overemphasized. The net income of private companies, regulated or otherwise, cannot be

22

appropriated easily. If Ontario distribution utilities are to function under the

23

“corporatized” model with incentives resembling their private sector counterparts, then

24

the role of incentives needs to be clearly understood so that they are not undermined.

25

Provincial governments cannot expect the regulator to promote efficiency through state-

26

of-the-art mechanisms such as incentive regulation, and at the same time harvest the

27

rewards for their own purposes.
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